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“My prediction would be that over 50% of business 
travel and over 30% of days in the office will go away”

Bill Gates, Microsoft, Founder
17 November 2020

"We've saved nearly $1 billion in travel this year 
because travel's ground to a halt”

Brian Olsavsky, Amazon, CFO
29 October 2020

“65% of CEOs believe videoconferencing could mean staff will no 
longer need to travel internationally in the next two to three years.” 

Kelly Beaver, Ipsos MORI, Manager Public Affairs
27 April 2021





ROI of travel?

Cost of not traveling?
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<
Employee cost is typically up to 8x more than the cost of travel

Source: Small Business Chronicle, Oxford Economics



76% of employees describe themselves as 
currently stressed

The highest ever reported level!

Source: Gekker



We now have the

‘great resignation’ 

and it is driven by burnout

"generally, many employees only stay at their jobs because the costs of leaving are higher than the costs of 
staying, and this ratio has shifted for many workers over the past year. The costs associated with staying have 

risen, with many workers experiencing burnout — a key contributor to voluntary turnover.
Anthony Klotz, Associate Professor of Management, Texas A&M

(originally coined the phrase ‘great resignation in May 2021)



The costs associated with employee 
dissatisfaction and low productivity due to 
a lack of in person human interaction

What is Return 
On People?



Framework

A one-stop-shop website containing: 

✓ ROP Calculator 

✓ Revenue Loss Calculator

✓ Latest market research

✓ Supporting data and references

✓ Downloadable infographics

✓ Questions to ask your employees

✓ How to share insights with the C-suite

✓ Action plan and next steps



Meetings, meetings, and 
more meetings…

Source: Zoom, National Bureau of Economic Research, Wundamail, World Health Organization, Harvard Business School, Team Blind

✓More than 400 million zoom calls are conducted daily

✓ 17% increase in number of meetings

✓ 42% of those who dial in contribute nothing

✓ Average workday is now nearly 11 hours

✓ 53% of virtual employees are experiencing loneliness



22%
current annualized rate of 

job turnover

37%
more likely to 

seek a new job 
than a year ago

63%
more likely to 
switch roles if 

travel is limited 
in future

Source: LinkedIn, National Bureau of Economic Research, Proprietary team research

11%
typical annual job 

turnover

Employees will seek alternative jobs if travel is limited



✓63% positive 
20% negative 
17% other

Travel for in person meetings Video conferencing

✓h
32% positive 
49% negative 
19% other

Our survey results: Word Association

Source: Proprietary team research

Q. List three words or phrases you think of when you think about _______



believe virtual has negative impact on sales64%
believe virtual has negative impact on innovation62%
believe virtual has negative impact on team spirit82%
believe virtual has negative impact on networking80%
believe virtual has negative impact on overall productivity44%

Our survey results: Travel is more effective

Source: Proprietary team research

Q. Do you feel you have been as successful in _______ when meeting virtually as opposed to 
traveling to be in person?



This is not sustainable! 

+ + =

To recap….

X



Travel program stats

Company HR and finance stats

Cost to hire 1 employee

Staff turnover rates

Return On People scores

21%

The ‘ROP Calculator’

ROP as proportion of travel budget

ROP



What is more successful?



6.3% 
revenue lost (missed)

by not traveling

User defines what 
makes a company 

successful?

Missed revenue 
opportunity

Company revenueThe ‘Revenue Loss Calculator’



CORPORATE
TRAVEL





The future is
Cost + People focused

McKinsey G2

CEO+CFO
McKinsey G3

CEO+CFO+CHO

Corporate travel was
Cost focused



ROP HELPS ENABLE SUCCESS



What have industry experts said about ROP?

“I believe the most important question we face is how to recognize 
when we're not traveling enough. The compilation of stats and 

references on this site and the call to action is a great addition to the 
discussion.”

Scott Gillespie, tClara
“My academic self loves the research, numbers and findings”

Yvonne Moya, Global Head of Travel, Randstad

“This is a great tool, provoking thoughts and reaction as 
to the business rationale as to why travel is needed”

Head, Global Consulting Company

“The website begins to provide validation the return of people 
and travel to be more beneficial than virtual”

Karishma Bhalla, Global Category Manager – Travel
Ferring Pharmaceuticals

“Recruitment costs are often hidden, so being able to 
forecast financials based on changes to company strategy is 

incredibly insightful”

Finance Manager, Technology Company



This is Our Moment!



ROI of travel ROP of travel



Framework

A one-stop-shop website containing: 

✓ ROP Calculator 

✓ Revenue Loss Calculator

✓ Latest market research

✓ Supporting data and references

✓ Downloadable infographics

✓ Questions to ask your employees

✓ How to share insights with the C-suite

✓ Action plan and next steps



“There’s a temptation in our 
networked age to think that 
ideas can be developed by 

email and iChat.

That’s crazy!

Creativity comes from 
spontaneous meetings, from 

random discussions.”

Steve Jobs, Apple CEO



The future of travel is HUMAN



What is the value of travel?
What is the value 

of human connection?



Return On People

Connecting the future of travel

Return On People



Thank you!

returnonpeople.wixsite.com/travel



Appendices



What a return to travel means for the industry
and why we want ROP to be a complimentary tool

✈ $1.4 trillion corporate travel industry pre-covid1

✈ Therefore, every day at a 95% reduction means $2.9 billion not going into the industry

✈ $700 billion annually would disappear if Bill Gates forecast comes to fruition

✈ For every 1% that returns is an extra $14 billion annually

✈ Every 1% could equate to 41,198 jobs2

1McKinsey.     2Assumes average of $322,835 business entity revenue per employee (cfo.com) and will include roles in both hospitality and connected industries..



ROP website statistics

284
Unique visitors

7m 6s
Avg Session Duration

5
Continents

21
Countries

Site sessions



ROP framework - downloadable collateral
ROP

Infographics

Questions and 
next steps

DE&I 
infographics



ROP framework – calculator – First of its kind!
v1. 

Conceptualizing
v3. Go to market

Online JavaScript

v2.

Excel based

V4? Future?

Additional focus 
areas

Office space

Sustainability

Safety

DE&I



Impacts on D,E&I

Source: Pew Research, Social Science Research Network, Nicholas Bloom, Ioana C. Cristea and Paul M Leonardi

✓ 35% of Americans do not have internet fast enough for 
video calls

✓Women experience more meetings than men

✓Women and minorities experience more zoom burnout

✓Women are more likely to work virtually

✓ Virtual workers and those who have experienced 
burnout are less likely to be promoted



ROI, ROO, ROE, and ROP compared

ROI ROO ROE ROP

Meaning Return on Investment Return on Objective Return on Event Return on People

Description
Cost of travel Vs 

monetization output of trip

Achieving specific 

measurable objectives 

(e.g. everyone will leave 

learning 2 things)

Track pre meeting (what 

success looks like) Vs 

post-meeting (was 

success achieved)

Evaluate staff turnover, 

burnout and belief of 

success virtual vs travel

Pre-Travel Data Needed Financial Prediction Interviews / Surveys Interviews / Surveys Finance + Survey

Output Financial Data
Predicted

or long lag for accuracy
No No Yes

Output Qualitative Data No Yes Yes Yes

Setup work effort Low High High Low

Ong. Mgmt. work effort Low High High Low



ROP microsite and calculator roadmap

David Toledo speaking



How we will get the word out

GBTA Travel Media Social Media Industry Leaders HR/Business Media

LOCAL CHAPTERS



Social Media Targeted Facebook Ads TMC Comms Channel

Survey distribution

Estimated total reach ≈ 1 Million viewers. 109 responses.
Assuming 200 million business travelers annually, survey margin of error ≈ 10%



Survey results:
Today, employees are suffering

54%
of employees have longer 

days

29%
have seen their days lengthen 

by more than 20%

63%
of employees have more 

meetings

37%
have seen the number of 

meetings increase by more 
than 20%



Survey results:
Employees struggle not being face to face

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Sales Team Collaboration +
Innovation

Team Spirit Networking Overall Productivity

Where do employees believe they are most successful, video conferencing or traveling?

Considerably less successful when virtual Slightly less successful when virtual About the same

Slightly more successful when virtual Considerably more successful when virtual Don't know / not applicable

64%
negative impact

of virtual over travel

62%
negative impact

of virtual over travel

82%
negative impact

of virtual over travel

80%
negative impact

of virtual over travel 44%
negative impact

of virtual over travel



Survey results:
Over half feel reducing travel is bad for ROI

20.24%

33.33%

22.62%

15.48%

8.33%

0.00% 5.00% 10.00% 15.00% 20.00% 25.00% 30.00% 35.00%

Significant negative impact on ROI

Slight negative impact on ROI

Neutral

Slightly positive impact on ROI

Significant positive impact on ROI

How do you feel a reduction in travel will ultimately impact company ROI? (all 
industries)

24.49%

28.57%

18.37%

16.33%

12.24%

0.00% 5.00% 10.00% 15.00% 20.00% 25.00% 30.00% 35.00%

Significant negative impact on ROI

Slight negative impact on ROI

Neutral

Slightly positive impact on ROI

Significant positive impact on ROI

How do you feel a reduction in travel will ultimately impact company ROI? 
(travel ind. excluded)



Survey results:
<Travel will likely lead to increased turnover

44.00%

31.03%

26.00%

32.18%

22.00%

29.89%

6.00%

4.60%

2.00%

2.30%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Excl. Travel Industry

All Industries

In the future, if your company chose to reduce in-person meetings with 
colleagues and customers (limited or no travel) and promote virtual meetings 

instead, would that make you more or less likely to change companies?

Considerably more likely Slightly more likely About the same Slightly less likely Considerably less likely



Survey results:
Demographics

Travel, 
Tourism & 
Hospitality, 

42.53%

Finance and Insurance Gov. or Public Admin.

Manufacturing Other

Professional Services Technology

Travel, Tourism & Hospitality (blank)

Mid-Level, 
52.87%

Not currently working Entry Level

Intermediate Mid-Level

Senior or Executive Level

Industry Job Level



Survey results:
Demographics

Africa Asia Europe North America<25 (Gen Z) 25-40 (Millenial)

41-60 (Gen X) 60+ (Baby Boomers)

RegionAge Group



Survey results:
Demographics

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

Customer Interactions Internal Industry Conferences

Trip Frequency of respondents, and purpose of trip

No trips per year 1 trip per year 2-4 trips per year 5-9 trips per year 10 or more trips per year



Zoom burnout comparison:
In-flight Wi-Fi

In 2013, corporate travelers did not 
want Wi-Fi in flight. Reasons given 
include:

• The ability to disconnect and 
prepare

• Less stress

• Flights are often taken outside of 
work hours



ROI comparisons are not representative

ROI of corporate travel

1:12.5

For every dollar invested in business travel, companies 
realize $12.50 in incremental revenue.

(Oxford Economics, 2009)

ROI of video conferencing

1:41.8

Video conferencing equates to 29% of the cost of travel. 
Therefore, theoretically, for every dollar invested in video 

conferencing, companies realize $41.80 in incremental 
revenue.

(ClearOne, 2013)



Calculating the Return on People

Travel budget, and employee counts

Lost productivity when traveling

Cost of video conferencing

Lost revenue generating 
opportunity while backfilling 

HR recruitment costs

Incremental employee turnover 
rates

Return 
on People

(ROP calculation)


